
Signs can be advertising — such as a billboard or a sign outside a place of business. Buildings need signs to 
point visitors to certain areas such as the lobby, the lounge, the exits, the elevators. Exhibitors at conventions 
and trade shows need signs. Cities and states need road signs.  

Signs can be informational — serve to give directions that points the way to residences in a condominium, 
house numbers, room numbers for hotels, offices in an office building, shops in a mall, car parks and to any 
company that needs a logo and company name at their door or building. Signs is a form of identity and what 
better way to show it using acrylic that is weather-proof, colourful, 3 dimensional and easily lighted up at night. 

Capabilities of Laser Cutting and CNC Routing Machines 
We have extended our business to provide laser cutting and design service that allows you to realize intricate 
designs that are too complex to create by hand.  We can laser cut almost anything that you can draw - sharp 
angles, smooth curves, complex architectural designs, engineering parts, laser engrave text, symbols, logos… 
Simply any signs!   

The difference between WORLDBIZZ and the rest of sign-makers, is our long years of experience working with 
thick acrylic panels in the construction field, our expertise in dome forming shape, the art of chemical welding 
for longer panels over 8 meters and thermal forming to any shapes and sizes. In short, WORLDBIZZ brings 
the “cutting edge” to the CONSTRUCTION & BUILDING INDUSTRY. 
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Quote: 

WORLDBIZZ has through the years become the lead-
ing acrylic specialist in the construction and building 
industry.  Our engineering and specialist skills have 
given us a reputation as an efficient and quality 
specialist contractor.  We are often referred to new 
clients by the people who has contracted to us not only 
for local but foreign projects in Asia.  We thank all 
clients for their support and with a promise that we will 
serve you even better.
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